Infrastructure as a Service

EMBRACING THE CLOUD
The benefits of cloud computing have become increasingly apparent and its adoption is growing across all industry
sectors. Embracing the cloud opens up significant advantages:
•
		
		

Flexible, scalable and adaptable – easily the key benefit of cloud computing is the ability to scale your
services up or down as required and configure your servers to exactly suit your needs. Management
through a web-accessed control panel makes this process even easier.

•
		
		

Cost savings – there are multiple ways the cloud can save you money: moving IT expenditure from
CapEx to OpEx, reducing hardware costs, including repair and maintenance, as well as saving on utility
bills – banks of servers require significant amounts of power and cooling.

• Wherever, whenever, however – in a world of increasingly flexible working hours and home-based
		 workers, remote office locations and the growing trend towards Bring Your Own Device, the cloud
		 allows users to access to their services from any location using any authorised device with an internet
		connection.

INFRASTRUCTURE
One of the obvious, but often overlooked, features of the cloud is that it is actually powered by a physical infrastructure.
Obviously the quality of that infrastructure will have a huge effect on the standard of service received.
Each iomart data centre is fully powered, secure, resilient and equipped to handle the demands of current computing
trends such as high density computing, virtualisation, energy conservation, distributed storage and multi-site disaster
recovery.
Our data centre estate built with hardware and technology from the world’s leading Tier1 suppliers, offers over tens of
thousands of ft2 of advanced technology across the globe including 6 locations across the US, 8 in the UK and in the
Middle East and South East Asia.

For further details: visit www.iomart.com or email us at: contact@iomart.com or call: +1-954-880-1680

CLOUDSURE SOLUTIONS
iomart offers fully resilient, secure, scalable and highly available managed, private and hybrid cloud solutions, enabling
enterprises to scale their own computing, network and storage requirements in real time according to their needs. Our
high availability cloud server platform, CloudSure, has been designed to deliver outstanding cloud server reliability and
results. CloudSure really does offer the ultimate enterprise cloud experience.
Using our platform, you can select a pre-configured server template or create your own server images – all containing
your applications, libraries, data and associated configuration settings. We can help you plan, architect your solution
and provide a full migration service to ensure that you derive all of the benefits that cloud computing offers, from lower
costs to a lower carbon footprint, with none of the potential risks.
And when you join our CloudSure platform we’ll give you the tools to put you in control, support you 24/7, provide
you with a dedicated account manager, provide clear billing and all underpinned by our data centre infrastructure
and connecting network. Every cloud server on CloudSure delivers dedicated compute resources, guaranteeing
performance and data security.

Benefits of CloudSure
• 24x7 on site support and service

• High availability guaranteed Service Level
		

• Simple billing model

Agreements (SLAs)

• Add additional services – cloud email, storage,

• Total control
• Secure accredited infrastructure

		

backup – simply and effortlessly

BARE METAL CLOUD
‘Bare Metal Cloud’ is a potentially confusing term, but it
needn’t be! Essentially, bare metal cloud servers aren’t
virtualised and don’t run a hypervisor – so the entire
server and it’s compute power are for the sole use of a
single customer – but they can still be delivered via the
cloud and provide the same benefits. The hardware
is fully dedicated and the customer has complete
access to configure the server to exactly meet their
own requirements. This completely eliminates the
potential for performance lag sometimes experienced
by virtualisation hypervisors and puts the entire raw
power of the server at your fingertips. This makes it an
ideal solution for customers with compute-intensive
applications, Big Data to handle and any latencysensitive applications such as gaming and online
commerce.

Benefits of Bare Metal Cloud
•

Powerful cloud server solutions built for your

		specific applications and workloads
•
		

Access raw computing power – perfect for resource
heavy data analytics and other demanding

		applications

•

Avoid any latency or issues from shared platform
‘neighbours’

•

Built with Tier 1 hardware from our world leading
supplier partners, including HP and Dell

•

Rapid provisioning – our bare metal servers can be
deployed incredibly quickly

For further details: visit www.iomart.com or email us at: contact@iomart.com or call: +1-954-880-1680

MANAGED CLOUD
With our managed cloud service, you gain all the
benefits of an enterprise cloud platform with
minimal management. Simply tell us what you
want and we’ll manage every aspect on your
behalf. And of course our managed cloud service
still provides you with total flexibility to create,
manage and delete your cloud servers as your
needs dictate.
Unlike a Public Cloud, which focuses on minimising
hardware, storage and virtualisation costs by
allowing anyone to sign up for space with minimal
checks, our Managed Cloud is only used by iomart
customers so it’s secure and resilient, designed to
ensure 100% uptime, high availability and true
enterprise grade solutions.

Benefits of the iomart Managed Cloud
•

Fully Managed Shared Hardware Platform

•

Flexibility and elasticity of cloud

•

On demand virtual servers and storage

•

Totally secure

•

Fully iomart managed contention and resource

HYBRID CLOUD
A hybrid cloud from iomart provides organisations with the ability to flex and expand their existing infrastructure
with the cloud. To put it simply, some of your IT
remains in house and some is outsourced to the
cloud.
It provides the best of both worlds for those
companies that either have a need to retain core
elements of their computing environment within
their own facilities, such as legal or regulatory
demands, or have simply invested heavily in their
existing infrastructure and don’t want to abandon
it yet. These organisations can benefit from the
flexibility of retaining their onsite hardware, while
also having the flexibility to grow and expand due
to the on demand nature of the cloud.

Benefits of the iomart Hybrid Cloud
•

Integration of existing legacy systems into cloud

•

Bespoke and complex architectures

•

Totally flexible – determine what infrastructure/

•

Maximise IT expenditure

services are cloud based

•

Virtual private networks – providing secure

		
•
		

Blended mix of physical servers and Private or

		

communications between hybrid components

Managed Clouds

For further details: visit www.iomart.com or email us at: contact@iomart.com or call: +1-954-880-1680

PRIVATE CLOUD
A private cloud delivers all of the
benefits of cloud computing, including
self-service, scalability and elasticity
but with the additional comfort that
a completely bespoke and dedicated
solution brings. A private cloud
solution offers additional security as all
the cloud resource for the customer is
solely used by that customer, within a
firewall. This means that all corporate
data is securely ring-fenced, making it
an ideal option for organisations that
store or process sensitive information
such as legal or financial organisations
who may be subject to regulatory
pressures.

Benefits of the iomart Private Cloud
•

Dedicated hardware platform

•

Finite resource pre-ordained

•

Total security – meets legal and regulatory

•

Flexibility and elasticity of cloud

•

Bespoke and complex architecture

		compliance
•

On demand virtual servers

CLOUD CONTROL

iomart’s award winning Cloud Control provides you with total control over every aspect of your cloud environment
from billing and account management, through to cloud services provisioning. The secure online Cloud Control Panel
is accessible whenever, wherever and however you connect to the net.

For further details: visit www.iomart.com or email us at: contact@iomart.com or call: +1-954-880-1680

FEATURES
•

Account Details: Administer your account, check billing and payment records and set user permissions.

•
		
		
		
		

Add and Manage Cloud Servers: Create, manage and delete cloud servers as and when your needs
change. Access your CPU, RAM, storage and bandwidth limits and control everything with just a few
clicks. You’re free to create your own custom solutions or use one of the many templates designed for
Windows Server 2003, 2008, 2008 R2 and Linux Distributions including CentOS, Redhat Enterprise
Linux, Debian and Ubuntu.

•
		

Add and Manage Cloud Services: Add and manage email accounts, domains, archiving, backup and
storage seamlessly.

•
		
		

Asset Management: Control and manage physical servers, network devices and racks that you may
have hosted with us. Check on usage, bandwidth and power stats in real time, analyse historical data
or view current usage trends.

•
		
		
		

Support: An integrated support ticketing system allows you to issue change requests, request support,
raise and view tickets, all from one central point of contact. You can view the status and progress of
any current ticket, together with an archive of historical requests, giving you a complete view of your
hosting experience with us.
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